There has been little in the way of scholarly or historical literature published on E. Haldeman-Julius and his "Little Blue Books," the distinctive pamphlets published en masse from 1919 through the 1940s and periodically subsequent to that date. There is but one notable exception to this deficiency of the literature -this pioneering article by G. Thomas Tanselle and Richard Colles Johnson published 35 years ago in an academic journal, The Papers of the Bibliographic Society of America. Few of today's generation of collectors of Haldeman-Julius fare know of this article, entitled "The Haldeman-Julius 'Little Blue Books' as a Bibliographical Problem." Fewer still have gone to the effort of tracking it down and reading it. It is our very great fortune that the person behind this trailblazing article is alive and well and part of the Haldeman-Julius Collectors Club.
For reasons of space, this presentation of the Tanselle-Johnson article includes only the first two parts of that work -the sections of most interest to collectors of the LBB series as opposed to those who are professionally or personally interested in bibliographic minutia relating to the output of specific literary luminaries. With luck, we will be able to publish the extensive missing section in a future edition of Big Blue Newsletter. In the meantime, booksellers and specialist collectors with an interest in this latter topic are referred to the original publication of the Tanselle-Johnson work. By way of compensation, the material which is presented here appears in a somewhat expanded and hopefully more readily usable form than appeared in the original: photographic illustrations accompany the text which did not appear in the original edition and two terse and difficult-to-interpret tables from the original have been "decompressed."
Two additional distinct LBB titles, "discovered" after this article was first published, have been inserted into the article's tabular presentation at the appropriate juncture and changes in the total count of titles in the series resulting from these additions made silently in the text. Some punctuation has also been altered into conformity with the style used throughout BBN. I am certain that Mr. Tanselle would have preferred to have seen the original article reprinted in its original form, but I believe these slight editorial revisions render the work a somewhat more functional resource for collectors of today. I make the changes with sincere apologies to him.
Tim Davenport Editor, Big Blue Newsletter

From the Editor
Introduction.
I began to collect Little Blue Books in the late 1950s as part of a larger collection I was beginning to form, consisting of the output of a number of radical or avant-garde American publishers of the early 20th Century. Writing a dissertation based on the Floyd Dell papers at the Newberry Library in Chicago, I sought out the little magazines he wrote for in Greenwich Village in the 1910s (like The Masses and The Liberator) and copies of books from the publishers who brought out his work (like Frank Shay, Egmont Arens, Alfred Knopf, and Albert Boni) or whose books he often reviewed (like Mitchell Kennerley, B. W. Huebsch, and Horace Liveright).
In one of his autobiographical writings, Dell refers to being influenced in his youth in Iowa by radical and freethinking works distributed in the form of small pamphlets with red covers. Dell's comment made me realize that Haldeman Julius's booklets served the same function for the next generation and ought to be a part of my expanding collection of publishers' imprints.
In those days Little Blue Books (and the earlier series) were to be found at low princes in nearly every used book store, and I bought up practically all that I came across (unless they carried an exorbitant price, such as 50¢!).
I quickly saw that, given the many wrapper variations, it was necessary to have multiple copies of any given number if the collection was to be useful for studying the history of the Haldeman-Julius enterprise. I therefore bought whatever I found, without checking them against a list of what I already had, and soon amassed a considerable number of items. After 1965 I was aided in these efforts by Richard Colles Johnson, the Newberry staff member who served as liaison with the NorthwesternNewberry Melville Edition project, with which I was connected.
By the late 1960s, my collection, numbering perhaps 3,000 pieces, must have been one of the largest in existence -though it has since been far surpassed by other collections, such as those of Richard Benson and Jake Gibbs (now consolidated). I decided that my collection offered sufficient evidence for a preliminary article on the series, and I undertook research in the copyright records and in Publishers' Weekly to supplement the information that could be extracted from Haldeman-Julius's own catalogues and writings.
Rick Johnson performed some of the research at the Newberry, helped me organize and catalogue my collection, and made suggestions about the article, which was finally published in the spring of 1970 in the journal of the Bibliographical Society of America.
I am delighted that part of the article is now being reprinted, at a time when there is much greater interest in Haldeman-Julius than there was thirty-five years ago.
G. Thomas Tanselle W henever books or pamphlets are issued in a numbered series, special bibliographical problems are created, in addition to those which may exist for any printed matter. Individual titles which are not successful, for example, may be retitled to attract purchasers, or they may be replaced by new works which carry the same number in the series; or the series as a whole may be treated as a periodical, with the result that its contents may not be adequately indexed in any standard reference work. If the series consists of small pamphlets, some of those pamphlets may be the first editions of significant authors, or they may constitute the first separate editions of the reprinted works they contain; but a bibliographer working on a particular author will often have no means, short of a time-consuming examination of the entire series, for ascertaining which works by that author appeared in the series and what means can be used for identifying the earliest impressions.
All these difficulties are amply illustrated in the famous series of "Little Blue Books" published in Girard, Kansas, by Emanuel Haldeman-Julius, When this study was in proof, the authors learned that Haldeman-Julius' business records, reported to have been destroyed, were actually in existence, in the recently established Haldeman-Julius Room of the Porter Library at Kansas State College, Pittsburg. These records, therefore, have not been drawn upon in the present article, though they contain information about sizes and dates of impressions which will be useful for more detailed bibliographical work on the Little Blue Book authors. (Two brief references to this collection, near the end of Part I, have been inserted in proof.) The purpose here is only to provide a preliminary survey of a complex subject and not to furnish the kind of detailed treatment which Mr. Gene DeGruson, Curator of the Haldeman-Julius Room, has in preparation. principally in the 1920s and early 1930s. Because they were small (3.5 by 5 inches, generally of 64 pages) and cheap (10¢, later 5¢), they had an enormous circulation. They included both reprinted classics and original works, and their influence, as an experiment in mass education, has never been adequately assessed. At least one may say that "Little Blue Book" became a household word during the twenties, an allusion that everyone understood. Don Ryan, in his novel Angel's Flight (1927), has a member of a women's club discover disapprovingly the Little Blue Book edition of Remy de Gourmont's A Story in Violet, which the hero had been reading ("in the rather hasty translation employed by Mr. Haldeman-Julius"); 1 his readers would have been aware of the series' reputation for publishing controversial works, which he could use in portraying the complacency and narrowness of the woman's reaction. Similarly, Clement Wood (author of 57 Little Blue Books) recalled that he had sometimes been referred to as "the fellow who wrote...How to Kiss, the little five cent Blue Book."
2 Steady readers of the series included the Everleigh sisters of Chicago (who, at a somewhat later date, sent a bundle of Little Blue Books to Irving Wallace), 3 Haile Selassie, and F.P. Adams; and Admiral Byrd took a complete set on one of his voyages to the South Pole. Haldeman-Julius' series, which eventually reached nearly 2,000 numbers, was not the first large experiment with paperbacks. Several of the American paperback series of the last three decades of the nineteenth century surpassed Haldeman-Julius' record -George Munro's "Seaside Library," for example, issued a new title (a full-length book selling for less than 25¢) nearly every day for eight years, and some firms ran several series simultaneously. The Tauchnitz editions of English and American writers are perhaps the best-known earlier example of a paper-covered series (far more extensive than Haldeman-Julius'); but the closer German parallel, as H.L. Mencken noted, was the "Universal-Bibliothek" of Philipp Reclam, which maintained a higher level (both in content and design) over a longer period than did the Little Blue Books. Although the series published little original work by notable authors, consisting as it did principally of original hack writing and reprinted literature, it did contain first editions of works by such authors as Upton Sinclair, Bertrand Russell, Clarence Darrow, John Cowper Powys, E.W. Howe, and Will Durant. Despite its limitations, Haldeman-Julius' series played an important role in the mania for self-improvement which swept the American public in the twenties; it cannot be ignored in any study of the mass culture of that period nor in any thorough history of American publishing. 5 The only satisfactory solution to this problem would be a thorough descriptive bibliography of the entire Little Blue Book series; but the considerable complications involved (such as the numerous changes in titles and contents, or the various forms of wrappers and sheets) make the production of such a bibliography impossible until sufficient collections of Little Blue Books have been amassed, with multiple copies of individual numbers, to facilitate the discovery of the variant forms of each booklet. In the meantime, some of the basic problems can be outlined, and a few tentative solutions can be advanced; even the rudimentary kind of guide provided below should be of some use to bibliographers, librarians, collectors, and dealers until the time when a full bibliography becomes available. What is attempted here, then, is (1) a survey of the series as a whole and the bibliographic problems it raises; (2) a guide for distinguishing earlier from later impressions of individual numbers and for determining the earliest form of any given number; and (3) a record of addenda and corrigenda to previously published author-bibliographies, with an index to the Little Blue Books containing the work of prominent authors. [ May there were thirteen titles in the series (printed in impressions of 1,000 copies), and the first two titles were in a second impression. Although the emphasis in these early numbers was on socialism, there were also works by Maupassant, Burns, Gray, Goldsmith, and Poe -in addition to Wilde and Fitzgerald. Three more titles were issued by July and another three by August, and some of the booklets were in their fourth impression. On 30 August the Appeal observed, "There is no reason why the Appeal's Pocket Series should not grow to several hundred volumes in a comparatively short time."
As a first step in fulfilling this prophecy, the Appeal announced on 29 November 1919 that fifty new booklets were to be issued at the rate of five per week; those who subscribed to the whole set before 20 December could receive them for only $5, but after that date the price would be $10. Out of the 175,000 names on the Appeal mailing list, 2,000 subscribed for the fifty volumes, assuring Haldeman-Julius of $10,000 to work with. By the end of February 1920 the series had reached 52 volumes (listed in the Appeal for 28 February), and almost immediately, on 13 March, a new set of fifty was announced, to be issued starting 11 April, for which 7,500 subscriptions were received. The series rose to 140 titles by the end of October, and a new set of fifty beginning in early 1921 (with 11,000 subscriptions) brought the number to about 200 by March 1921; and in August still another set began, so that the series stood at 239 by the end of 1921 (with sales of nearly a million copies a month). 15 Although the regular price for individual booklets was 25¢, there were several thirty-day sales in which the price was considerably reduced, usually to 10¢ (3 January to 3 February 1920; 3 April to 3 May 1920; 21 August to 21 September 1920; 1 to 30 April 1921). In the fall of 1921 the name of the series became "People's Pocket Series" (soon to be changed again to "Appeal Pocket Series"), and, while the number of titles remained stationary at 239, certain of the socialistic items were replaced by more literary works; in the spring of 1922 the series contained works by great writers of many countries, as well as a series of debates, of proverbs, and of practical instruction. Also included were a number of "freethinking" and "debunking" booklets and several on "sexology," as Haldeman-Julius liked to call it -a subject which was to comprise an increasingly greater number of titles. At this time, about five months before the name of the firm was officially changed from Appeal Publishing Company to Haldeman-Julius Company, the name of the series was once again altered, becoming "Ten Cent Pocket Series," and a catalog of the 239 titles was issued.
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The entire set (which sold for $16.90) and the catalog (which referred to the set as a "University in Print") were sent to various editors for review, and H.L. Mencken, in his Smart Set column for August 1922, discussed the series under the heading "A Socialist Publishing Venture."
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His review is worth examining because it indirectly calls attention to some of the bibliographical problems. For one thing, he believed that "the editing and printing show all the usual Socialist incompetence," since the booklets are "printed in half a dozen different sizes and faces of type, and sometimes two are in the same volume"; some books, he noted, are "so clumsily trimmed that the type lines run uphill," while throughout are found "villainous proofreading and incompetent make-up." All these qualities emphasize the ephemeral nature of the booklets; with their cheap paper and unattractive printing, they were often thrown away, if they did not crumble apart first, and as a result the earliest impressions of the early numbers are difficult to locate today for bibliographical examination. In addition, Mencken recognized "a confusing duplication of materials" in the series: the Enoch Arden volume, he noticed, contains "The Deserted Village" at the end (though the poem is also in the Great English Poems volume), and 16. Catalogs were issued frequently thereafter and were generally included with shipments of the booklets. some of Clarence Darrow's essays reappeared in several booklets. The bibliographical problem thus created is that the title of an individual pamphlet (as listed in catalogs or as printed on the title page itself ) frequently does not give an accurate indication of the entire contents of the pamphlet, since a short essay or poem may be silently appended to an unrelated longer work simply to fill out the remaining pages. To The Ballad of Reading Gaol, for instance, is appended "The Man with the Hoe" -a fact which is not indicated on the title page of later printings. Mencken dwelt on the series' defects because, he said, they were blemishes in what "fundamentally" had "a great deal of merit," and he was pleased to see "reprints of many very excellent books" offered at 10¢. Nevertheless, "in the midst of much capital stuff," he correctly observed, "there is an admixture of unutterable drivel"; and he cited works like How to Develop a Strong Will as examples of "tenth-rate books." "It is not agreeable," he concluded, "to think of a poor man laying out money for such garbage, and then solemnly digesting it. He'd be much better occupied asleep in the sun." This criticism, which Haldeman-Julius did not heed, points to another reason for the series' neglect by librarians and bibliographers: the large proportion of titles which are worthless to the literary or historical bibliographer (though not necessarily to the social historian) 18 -titles which must be examined if the bibliographical problems surrounding the more important booklets are to be understood. Although Mencken was not looking for bibliographical problems, there were at least two others. One was the mixture of series names which might turn up on any book. If a book had first been issued when the series was called "Appeal's Pocket Series" and had not sold well, the copies available in 1922 could still carry this heading, although a new "Ten Cent Pocket Series" wrapper might have been printed, so that the series name on the wrapper may not agree with the name on the title page. Second, the series had actually included by this time more than 239 titles, for some of the titles in that catalog were replacements for earlier works that had not been successful. and sometimes did not; and, conversely, alterations in contents were not necessarily indicated by different titles. At any rate, the Mencken review intelligently analyzed the series at a turning point in its career and shows that some of the problems which make it difficult to study the series today were recognized -for different reasons -a defects by contemporary readers.
The next major occasion for surveying the series came a little over a year later, when the five hundredth number was announced. By this time the series was called simply "Pocket Series," having passed through a brief period as "Five Cent Pocket Series." In one of his periodicals, the monthly Life and Letters, Haldeman-Julius printed in 1924 a list of the 500 titles in the series, accompanied by congratulatory letters and an article in which John Gunn declared, "Calmly and prosaically, I say that the Pocket Series is the most wonderful and significant event of the past four years in America."
19 Although the entire issue was merely a testimonial for the Pocket Series, some of the notes -from Walter Lippmann, Stuart Sherman, and Upton Sinclair, among others -showed that the series was indeed receiving serious attention as a cultural phenomenon. Horace Liveright, one of the great figures in American literary publishing during the twenties, wrote a revealing letter:
True democracy can only come through a deeper and finer cultural development, and I feel that what I started to do in our Modern Library you have magnificently supplemented in your present editions.
It is ridiculously short-sighted that some of the old line publishers should look askance at your big work. The more good books people read, the more books they will want to read and you are publishing good books. Though good books is our trade mark and part of our imprint, I do not feel that I have any monopoly in the field. Every time you sell one of your 5¢ paper-bound booklets, you are creating a potential buyer for the more expensive and larger books of all other publishers.
You are a great educator and a great business man. I salute you and wish you continued happiness and prosperity. and commissioned works by some of the writers who were to become mainstays of the series (such as Charles J. Finger, Carroll Lane Fenton, Hereward Carrington, and William J. Fielding). If one cannot say, as Upton Sinclair did in his letter on the occasion of the five-hundredth title, that Haldeman-Julius had "solved the problem of culture for the people," one can at least understand the enthusiasm for the enterprise which prompted him to say, "The most important invention since the art of printing is the art of printing five-cent books!" Late in 1923, just before the five-hundredth number was actually published, the name was changed once again, this time to the one which would remain throughout the life of the series, "Little Blue Books." Expansion continued rapidly, pushing the numbers into the 700s by 1924, the 900s in 1925, and the 1100s in 1926, and reaching 1260 by the end of 1927. During these years more titles by classic authors were includedMark Twain, Emerson, Poe, Balzac, Maupassant -as well as by more recent ones -Kipling, Frank Harris, Wells, Bierce, Upton Sinclair, E.W. Howe, Leacock, Sherwood Anderson, Dreiser, Ben Hecht; the series of debates (often those of Clarence Darrow) was continued, along with a group of translations of ancient classics (Seneca, Aristophanes, Sophocles, Euripides) by Alexander Harvey, a set of anthologies (including unusual selections like Clement Wood's Poetry of the Southern States, No. 719), and more philosophical studies by Will Durant; one-volume editions of standard poets, usually edited and introduced by Clement Wood or George Sylvester Viereck, were issued; and collections of jokes, foreign-language dictionaries, and popularizations of scientific, medical, and biological research filled a large number of volumes. Despite the quantity of good literature or useful instruction contained in the booklets published during these years, the bulk was hack work turned out by a large group of writers whose chief market was Haldeman-Julius (he paid $50 for each 15,000 word booklet). In fact, the proportion of such material increased during this period as a result of a plan in 1926 to replace literary titles that were not selling with more sensational works. A full-page advertisement in the Chicago Tribune on 5 January 1926, for example, announced that after 28 February there would be a "drastic" reduction in the number of literary titles, since, in Haldeman-Julius' words, "we find that publishing only the best literature limits our market severely." This policy of replacement continued through the next year, and the list of regular contributors to the series reached its high point. 20 In 1925 Haldeman-Julius had also started a series of Big Blue Books (8.5" x 5.5", usually containing 30,000 words in 64 pages), which by the early 1950s was to reach nearly 1,000 titles; and during this period also he continued his old periodicals ( 21 Alexander Woollcott in 1925 had suggested the extent to which the series was a national institution in these years by remarking in a New Yorker profile that Haldeman-Julius must feel "the crusader's pride" when, in a subway, "he sees a workman settle back on his strap and reach automatically to the pocket where he keeps his Little Blue Book." sales of various categories of books and the returns from advertising in different journals are analyzed. From the bibliographer's point of view, the volume is interesting for its numerous references to matters of bibliographical concern, many of which naturally occur in the chapter entitled "How the Little Blue Books Are Produced" (pp. 222-239). According to this chapter, the early books were printed from linotype on a 12" x 18" job press, with eight pages to the forme (so that a 64-page book would consist of four sheets). Soon the printing was switched to a flat-bed press which could handle formes of 32 pages (one gathering for a 64-page book) and then, in 1923, to two flat-bed presses that could take formes of 64 pages. With this development came the practice of printing two 64-page books simultaneously: each page of one book was imposed directly above the corresponding page of another book; 24 the resulting sheets were then folded as if for a book measuring 10" x 3.5", and, after all covering and stapling operations were completed, the book was cut in half, forming two books, each measuring 5" x 3.5" and each containing a different text. It was this system which, according to Haldeman-Julius, allowed him to lower the regular price of the pamphlets to 10¢; it also produced the unusual bibliographic situation in which two different works, separately issued, can be part of the same impression. Obviously the pairing of titles was based on sales figures, since any two paired titles had identical press runs and the required impressions generally varied between 10,000 and 30,000, depending on the popularity of each title. The next development (in 1924) was the installation of a Miehle (cylinder) press, which could print both sides of a sheet in a single operation and could produce 40,000 Little Blue Books every eight hours. At this time the type for the previous 500 books was plated (in plate gangs of four pages each), and from then on all the books were printed from electrotype plates (prepared by the Western Typesetting Company of Kansas City) instead of linotype slugs.
Another bibliographical matter which Haldeman-Julius takes up in his book is the change of titles which many of the works in the series underwent. In a chapter entitled "The Hospital" (pp. 138-162), he describes ("How Little Blue Books Are Given New Zest by New Titles." The policy of retitling classics with more flamboyant titles -or adding more alluring subtitles -is part of the same impulse which resulted in the elimi- were written especially for the series and dealt with sex, agnosticism, or practical instruction, although a few works by established writers continued to appear (especially in 1931, when booklets by Anatole France, Hardy, Flaubert, Mérimée, Hazlitt, H.G. Wells, and Henry James were published). By 1949 the writer who had produced the most Little Blue Books was Joseph McCabe, whose 121 antireligious booklets had sold 2,347,000 copies; 27 but the three writers whose pamphlets had the largest sales were Clement Wood with 4,876,000 copies (57 titles), Leon Markun with 4,758,000 copies (62 titles), and William J. Fielding with 4,491,700 copies (29 titles). Other best-selling writers for the series were Charles J. Finger, with 30 titles which sold 2,455,000 copies; Isaac Goldberg, with 25 titles which sold 1,396,800 copies; Haldeman-Julius himself, with 53 titles which sold 1,273,500 copies; and Henry M. Tichenor, with 14 titles which sold 1,135,000 copies. Despite these phenomenal sales and a list of nearly 2,000 titles, Haldeman-Julius never reached the goal he announced in 1929 in a Little Blue Book entitled How to Become a Writer of Little Blue Books (No. 1366): in setting up a course for prospective writers, he said that the series would eventually number 10,000 titles and that he intended to develop a "3¢ Pamphlet Series," with 1,000 books of sixteen pages each. Nevertheless, he had managed to distribute 300,000,000 booklets by 1949, and one can readily agree with Harry Golden's statement: "No other publisher will ever create so wide a reading audience."
28 Near the end of his life, Haldeman-Julius summarized his own career by describing a possible footnote to an account of modern publishing: "It might say that I was a competent editor, shrewd salesman, daring advertiser, and able publisher; that I edited thousands of books; that I sold hundreds of millions of copies, and usefully served a portion of my generation with fairness, sincerity, and intelligence.... It may even go so far as to say that I changed the reading habits of America and created millions of new readers for the book publishers who followed me." In the light of the series' history, the materials presently available for study are the kinds that one would expect -a considerable body of contemporary comment but few collections of the actual pamphlets. 
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The essential primary materials for bibliographical study are understandably difficult to locate, although there are several collections in institutional libraries. 34 Since the Blue Books are still available from the Blue Book Company in Girard, a few libraries in the 1950s and 1960s took advantage of the opportunity to order them; but collections formed in this way can have only the latest version of any given number, and many of the replaced titles are simply not represented. One of the best-housed collections, which also illustrates this situation, is in the Lilly Library of Indiana University. It consists of 1,847 booklets (Nos. 1-1897, with fifty of the intervening numbers lacking); but there is never more than one version of each booklet, and, whenever more than one work has appeared under the same number, it is generally the later one which is present. Thus the first 239 numbers, originally issued as the Appeal's Pocket Series and the People's 34. The largest of these, at Kansas State College is not described here because it has not been examined by the authors; see the initial footnote to this article [page 5]. Another institutional collection which has recently been reported is that at Yale; Herman W. Liebert, in his account of the Beinecke Library accessions for 1968, concludes his section on "Varia" in this way: "There are those who will laugh at our last varium, but they do so at the risk of contempt for cultural history. Several generations were won to reading by the inexpensive Little Blue Books published by Haldeman-Julius, and they are as evanescent as dew. A collection of 950 titles, which we would like to bring to completion, was bought on the McCullough Fund." (Yale University Gazette, vol. XLII , pg. 206).
Pocket Series, all but three are present in Little Blue Book covers; of the numbers after 2398, only six are present in covers with series names earlier than "Little Blue Books." The catalog card, which describes the holdings in terms of the series numbers, does not recognize the fact that more than one work was sometimes published with the same number. There is a helpful typed author index, but its usefulness is limited by the fact that it is based only on the Lilly holdings.
Earlier versions of some booklets are more likely to turn up in two other collections, formed somewhat earlier. The Library of Congress Rare Book Division has scattered numbers between Nos. 4 and 1848, some of which were received as copyright deposit copies and others as the gift of Mrs. S.A. Thompson on 27 September 1940; as a result of this double source, two copies of some numbers, containing different works, are present (e.g., No. 83), but the holdings are not analyzed in the card catalog, and printed cards for individual booklets cover only about 300 numbers. The New York Public Library has scattered numbers between Nos. 1 and 1856, bound together in small groups and frequently in extremely poor condition; all titles present are listed in the card catalog under "Little Blue Books," and a note is made of the fact that the series name varies and that some numbers (approximately ten in this collection) carry more than one title.
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Most of the currently available institutional collections, it is evident, are unsatisfactory for bibliographical research because they do not have enough multiple copies of individual numbers; it is virtually impossible to find in them samples of the earliest forms of the wrappers, or copies in any form of some of the earliest works that were later replaced. Papers relating to the firm are also difficult to find in library collections, aside from the main group at Kansas State (though there is some correspondence in the Lilly Library and in the Chicago Circle library). If bibliographical work on Haldeman-Julius' series is to progress, collections must be formed which attempt to include every version of every number; 36 without such collections the bibliographical analysis of those booklets by important authors 35 . Two other substantial collections containing some early versions have been noted: University of Chicago (most numbers through 1726) and Yale University (scattered numbers through 1761, as well as the collection noted in footnote 34).
36. The collection in the possession of the authors aims at this kind of completeness and at present contains considerable runs of the earlier forms of the early numbers; the card index to this collection constitutes a virtually complete author index (including contributors to anthologies) for the entire series.
cannot be adequately performed, nor can the series be examined with any precision as a cultural force.
Part II: Guidelines for Distinguishing Impressions.
Even a brief survey of the history of the series suggests the two characteristics most responsible for the bibliographical confusion which surrounds it: the changing name of the series itself, and the changing content of individual numbers. The two are closely related, as anyone who tries to determine the earliest impression of a given booklet will discover. For example, a copy of Shaw's On Going to Church that bears on its cover or title page "Little Blue Book No. 26" is clearly not a copy of the first printing, since the series was called "Appeal's Pocket Series" at the time the twentysixth number was first issued. On the other hand, a copy of John Cowper Powys' The Secret of Self Development bearing the caption "Little Blue Book No. 112" may be a copy of the first impression, even though No. 112 was also first issued during the "Appeal's Pocket Series" period -because the Powys work was a replacement for an earlier work issued as No. 112, and the replacement was made in January 1927, long after the series name had become "Little Blue Books."
In order to classify bibliographically and to catalog properly any given copy of a pamphlet in this series, therefore, one must know the chronology both of series names and of replaced titles. Most of the information necessary for this purpose is presented tentatively below in the form of four lists or charts: (1) a list showing the sequence of series names, with the dates and numbers associated with each name; (2) a chronological scale indicating approximately which numbers were issued each year; (3) a special table recording the earliest known forms of Nos. 370-487, issued during the most complicated transition period (late 1923); and (4) a list of the numbers that contained different works at different times, with an indication of the timing of the changes.
(1) Sequence of Series Names
The series, first called the "Appeal's Pocket Series," went through five more names before it finally became "Little Blue Books" in the late fall of 1923. Since early titles, when they were later reprinted, normally carried the current name of the series (at least on the front wrapper), the first requirement for distinguishing among printings is to know the sequence of series names. The list below records that sequence, along with the approximate dates during which each name was in use and the numbers first issued during each period. The dates have been established by reference both to Haldeman-Julius' advertisements (in his own periodicals and in other newspapers and magazines) and to the copyright records. Certain figures are place in brackets to indicate that only scattered numbers in that interval were issued during the period in question and therefore bear the series name in use at that time. The abbreviations at the left are simply assigned here for purposes of later reference: Since the numbers were not published in order, there is generally no one point in the numerical sequence which marks the break between two series names. The only exception is the break between Nos. 239 and 240: the first 239 numbers originally appeared as the Appeal's Pocket Series and the People's Pocket Series, and no higher number ever carried these series names. But the three transitions between series names which took place within the brief space of three months in late 1923 cannot be located neatly at single points in the sequence of numbers. For instance, Nos. 398 and 433 were both published on 10 September 1923 and were labeled "Ten Cent Pocket Series"; but No. 371, numerically earlier than either of them, was not published until 27 September and was labeled "Five Cent Pocket Series." Similarly, Nos. 444 and 467 were published on 19 November in the "Pocket Series," while No. 410 was not issued until 14 December and was therefore a "Little Blue Book." Because of this situation the original series name for any given number between 370 and 487 cannot be predicted according to any rational scheme, and these identifications are listed separately below in the third table.
The first step in checking any particular copy is to note its number and, using the list above, determine whether the series name on the copy is the one which originally appeared on that number. If one has a copy of No. 187 labeled "Appeal's Pocket Series" or of 270 labeled "Ten Cent Pocket Series," one would know that it was a later impression of that numberor a still later one if it had "Little Blue Book." For numbers between 370 and 487 the table given in the third section below must be used.
The process to this point leaves two major questions unanswered. The first is whether or not more than one work has appeared under the number being examined. A copy of a given number may be a late printing of that number and still be an early printing of the work contained in it, if the work is a replacement for one issued earlier. Thus a copy of Robert Southey's Poems labeled "Little Blue Book No. 297" would not be an early printing, since No. 297 falls in the "Ten Cent Pocket Series" period; but a copy of Joseph McCabe's Do We Need Religion? labeled "Little Blue Book No. 297" may well be an early printing of that work, since it replaced the Southey in June 1927. In cases where a later series name appears on an earlier number, one should check the list in the fourth section below, to see whether that number has contained different works.
The second question is a more difficult one. Even when the original series name that appeared on a particular work (as well as number) has been determined, the problem of ascertaining the particular impression of a given copy remains. The only conclusive way to solve this problem is to perform multiple collations on the Hinman Collator and to use the evidence of type damage to classify successive impressions, since HaldemanJulius did not identify impressions in any way. Short of collation, all that one can do is to determine, by examining certain characteristics, whether a given copy is possibly a first impression or definitely not a first impression. The two main points to check for this purpose are the series name and number and the copyright notice. If the series name is not the one which originally appeared on the work, then the copy cannot be of the first impression. The series number was printed in type no larger than the series name until early 1924; after that time it was printed in much larger type. Therefore, books labeled "Little Blue Books" exist with both small and large numbers; but after about No. 550 all Little Blue Books carried the series number in large type, and any Little Blue Book with a lower number in large type is either a later printing or a replacement. Similarly, if the copyright date has been removed from the copyright notice on the verso of the title page, the copy is unquestionably of a later impression. More than one impression may exist with the copyright notice intact, but the absence of the date (leaving only the word "Copyright") is always a sign of a later impression. (Some booklets have no copyright notice whatever, so that this technique is not applicable to every number.) In some quite late impressions other words were removed on the title page -for example, the "Five Cent" may have been eliminated preceding "Pocket Series," and sometimes Haldeman-Julius' name as editor has been taken off. Any such tampering with the plates is obviously a sign of a later impression.
The wrappers, of heavier paper than the sheets, were printed separately and offer useful supplementary evidence. Frequently the series name on the front wrapper is different from the series name on the title pageand it may be either an earlier or a later one. If it is later, it probably represents a later issue of that number; the sheets may be either the original sheets or a later impression for which the plate of the title page was not altered. If it is earlier, it suggests either that the wrappers were printed before the sheets and before a change of series name had been decided upon or that an earlier stock of wrappers was used to cover a later impression of the sheets. The various combinations of wrappers and sheets cannot be ignored in an effort to distinguish earlier from later issues of the sheets, even thought they cannot provide reliable information about impressions.
For this reason it is helpful to know the series of variations on the wrappers bearing any given series name. Thus far no major variations have been discovered in the wrappers of the Appeal's Pocket Series, Appeal Pocket Series, Five Cent Pocket Series, and Pocket Series; for the other three series names, sequences can be established, identifiable by the following points: 37 37. Other variations (such as the change in imprint from "Appeal to Reason" to "Appeal Publishing Company" and the simultaneous shift in the typography of the series name from italic to roman) are not recorded here when they appear exclusively in conjunction with the points listed.
Little Blue Books
(1) Series number in small type; three advertisements on back.
( Later forms of wrappers sometimes furnish clues to impressions, though no direct connections need exist. For example, a copy of No. 295 (Ibsen's The Master Builder) with two advertisements on the back wrapper has plate damage affecting the last two lines of page 50; another copy, in the earlier wrapper without advertisements, does not have this damage. By far the largest number of booklets were originally issued in the Little Blue Book wrappers described under (2)a above; wrappers from (2)b on are generally found on sheets which bear some obvious sign of being late, such as a missing copyright date (or the cover imprint of Automatic Libraries, which was used on (2)b-d beginning in 1939). Books in the series should be cataloged, like any other books, on the basis of their title pages; but the discrepancies between the title pages and the front wrappers, as well as the variations on the wrappers themselves, should be recorded for their value as suggestive evidence. 
(2) Chronological Scale of Numbers
Because many of the books in the series bear no date whatever, a guide to the numbers issued each year would be an important aid in studying or cataloging individual items. But since the numbers were not issued in consecutive order, it would be misleading to construct a table which assigned definite blocks to numbers to each year. Instead, a scale may be more appropriate to suggest the approximate nature of the dividing lines. The chart below ("Approximate Timeline of Little Blue Book Numbering") can be taken as a rough indication of the general chronology of the series; individual numbers, however, may not conform to the prevailing pattern. For those books which were registered for copyright, specific publication dates can be found in the copyright records, and they often bear out the erratic order of publication of individual numbers. For example, No. 489 was published on 3 January 1924, but No. 490 was published on 18 December 1923 -and the timeline is therefore intended to suggest only that the late 400s were issued in late 1923 and early 1924. Such a scale at least furnishes an approximate date for numbers which carry no date and are not copyrighted.
The timeline also serves another purpose: it helps one to know in some cases whether or not a given work is a replacement for another work. Whenever a copyright date is markedly out of sequence, the work bearing that date can be considered a replacement. Thus Maynard Shipley's Is Death Inevitable? (No. 271), which bears a copyright date of 1928, is clearly a replacement, since No. 271 was originally issued (according to the timeline) in the early or middle part of 1922. (Originally that number was volume 3 of Frank Harris' Contemporary Portraits.) Even though numbers were no issued in sequence, such gross deviations never took place; one can accept as a rule of thumb that any number bearing a copyright date at least a year later than the date it should have (according to the timeline) contains a replacement for an earlier work. Each number issued during September, October, and November of 1923 can bear any one of four series names, depending largely on the exact time of its publication within these three months. Since the numbers were not issued consecutively, there is no way to predict which series name was the one originally attached to any given number published during this time. The table below is an attempt to remedy this situation by indicating, for each number between 370 and 487, the series name which appears on the earliest impression of that number. This information has been derived largely from the copyright records; it therefore depends on the assumption that the copies submitted to the Copyright Office were of the earliest impression and that the copyright records contain accurate transcriptions of the series names taken from the title pages. In the case of uncopyrighted numbers, the basis for the listing is the earliest copy that has been observed. For all these reasons, this list should be regarded as tentative; undoubtedly some of these numbers will turn up with earlier series names than the ones indicated here. Some works which Haldeman-Julius chose for inclusion in his series proved to be poor sellers, despite his flamboyant advertising. He nearly always removed these works and replaced them with others (often commissioned ones, rather than classics) which he felt would have a wider appeal. Since a replacement carried the same number as the work that was replaced, it is impossible in most cases to determine the earliest form in which a work was issued without knowing whether that work was a replacement and, if so, at what point the change occurred. The list below therefore records all the numbers which contained works that were later replaced by other works.... Whether or not the first work can also be found bearing the names of intermediate series to the second work of a given number depends on how fast it sold and how often it was reprinted. For the same reasons given above in connection with the table above for Nos. 370-487, the series designations assigned for first editions here are tentative; in some case a work may be found bearing an earlier series name than the one indicated (and in a few cases, where the date of a replacement is uncertain, a work may have been first issued under a later series name). The dates of replacements are appended, when available.... This list, it should be noted, includes only those instances in which a work was replaced by a totally different work. However, various other kinds of lesser changes also took place. Some works were originally published (especially in the early years) as 96-or 128-page booklets; many of these were later shortened to 64 pages, either by resetting, condensation, or excision. The later versions are in some respects different books; but since they are not different works -simply altered forms of the same works -they are not recorded here. Similarly, selections of a single author's poems or stories sometimes varied over the years, particularly when an editor was commissioned to make a new selection for copyright purposes; such changes are not listed here, for in either version each of these books still contained the selected works of the same writer. Finally, the titles often shifted even when the content remained the same, and the titles on the wrappers do not always agree with the titles on the title pages. These changes can be useful bibliographically in the same way that other discrepancies between the wrappers and title pages can be, and it is usually easy to tell which titles are later (the more sensational ones); but as a rule the title changes only confirm conclusions already reached on the basis of other evidence. In any event, such changes do not reflect changes of content and are not included in this tabulation. Even so, this list consists of 197 numbers that have contained two works, 19 that have contained three, and 2 that have contained four; thus Haldeman-Julius' total series was actually made up of 240 more works than the serial numbers indicate. 16 
